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Alright, well, hello, hello John S. Rhodes here and welcome to One Minute Free Traffic. This is the One 

Minute Free Traffic Mindset. Very, very important here. Let's take a look at what this means is there are 

five secrets. Number one, you're going to be operating at high speed, hence the name One Minute Free 

Traffic. You're going to be moving very, very quickly here. We're going to work with high volume. All 

right, so we do want quality, but it is very, very important that you move not only at top speed but that 

you continue to produce over and over and over. Also, the mindset, the picture in your mind is how can I 

add value? How can I help people? How can I do something very specific that provides them with exactly 

what they need at high speed and you're doing it over and over and over like a manufacturing company 

would with a production line. 

You're also always going to be testing. I can tell you with certainty that you will have some failures. The 

really, really great part of this though is that you will succeed every once in a while and you will have an 

absolute smash hit. You'll hit that home run, you'll hit the grand slam and you'll have loads and loads of 

free traffic. So, when you have high speed, when you have high volume, when you're actually helping 

people and you're creative and you are adding value and you're testing, yes, you're going to fail, but 

you're going to have tremendous, tremendous over the top success. And again, this is the mindset that 

you need to have. And last but not least, very important that no matter what you do not give up, success 

is right around the corner. You are three feet from gold. Just keep digging. Just keep moving at high 

speed, high volume. Create that value. Be testing and testing and testing. Expect some failure, but also 

expect to see success and expect the success to snowball. Just do not give up. Don't do this once or 

twice or three times and expect that's going to be yet expect to do it over and over. Five, 10, 15, 20 

times. I'm going to show you exactly how that's done. Alright, we'll see in the next video. 
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THANK YOU For Reading This Transcript and  

Your Purchase of One Minute Free Traffic! 

 

If you haven’t joined our VIP Program yet, there’s still time! Click here to join us 

and we’ll show you our #1 Secret Source for low-cost Red-Hot Buyer Clicks...  
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WAIT! Want to sell the One Minute Free Traffic System and 

Collect 100% Commissions Across the Entire Sales Funnel? 
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